Host Mage_Coutz says:
<<<Resume Mission, 10005.28>>>

Florencia says:
@::on the planet, by Coutz's side::

CEO_Taylor says:
::In holodeck 2 with EO and FCO::

CMO_OMallory says:
::looking over Lt. Kinkade's latest report::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@::Turns and looks at Florencia::

FCO_Johnson says:
::enters the Holodeck looking for the CEO and EO::

EO_MacLeod says:
::on holodeck 2 with CEO and FCO::

CIV_Ian says:
:;Tesla and Ian are back at work in a repair bay, trying to restore LRS capability...  the planet side vacation was fun while it lasted::

MO_Illian says:
::in SB attending to patient::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Standing in his quarters. Tugs on his duty tunic and attaches the arrowhead Starfleet insignia::

Florencia says:
@::looking around, it all looks so empty now... so much for visits... she looks up at Coutz:: Coutz: So is that it?

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Other than Kinkade, how are the other 2 patients left doing?

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO:  Any ideas of what we can do?

CSO_Vortak says:
::in Main Science, finishing some analyses before her duty shift::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@Florencia: Such a short visit.  We really must improve our social skills it seems.

CEO_Taylor says:
CPU: Computer, begin program Taylor alpha 4.

MO_Illian says:
CMO: They're doing fine, sir.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: This simulation should answer our questions...

EO_MacLeod says:
::listens FCO::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Enters sim bridge with the two officers::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
*CSO* What's the status of our long range sensors? I don't want to leave this planet blind, especially as we are not sure whether or not the Orion Syndicate summoned for reinforcements.

CSO_Vortak says:
SO:  Jean, you have Science, I need to begin my duty shift.

CMO_OMallory says:
Kinkade: Your ribs are completely healed and your lung is sealed.  You can return to duty...congrats, I think. ::smiles a bit::

Florencia says:
@Coutz: Well, next time I suppose we'll send party invites and wait to see. But they wouldn't have found us if we hadn't... ::shakes her head, golden locks bouncing::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Take your seat please...

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: When they are ready, you can "turn them loose."

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@::Nods in agreement. Looks up at the sky::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Exits his quarters and enters the nearest turbolift:: TL: Deck One.

CSO_Vortak says:
*ACO* Sir, I am afraid I don't have good news.  The long-range sensors are still off-line.  They are going to take Starbase repairs to be fully operational.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Take the ENG station...

EO_MacLeod says:
::moves to power stations::

MO_Illian says:
::smiles:: CMO: Understood.

FCO_Johnson says:
::assumes the helm at the projected bridge.::

CMO_OMallory says:
<Kinkade> CMO: Thanks Doc...about time I get back to work ::exits sickbay::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Shakes his head in dismay:: *CSO* Acknowledged, Lieutenant. Wilkens out.

CSO_Vortak says:
::exits MS and heads for TL::


Host Mage_Coutz says:
@::Looks down at his robes, blinks and he is now dressed as Mr. McMurdo was::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye, sir, just let me turn it online. ::taps some buttons::

Florencia says:
@::looks up as well:: Coutz: Do you think we could...? ::leaves the sentence unfinished, Coutz knows what she is thinking anyway::

CSO_Vortak says:
TL: Bridge.  ::feels TL as it ascends.::

CEO_Taylor says:
::goes in the big chair:: FCO/EO: This BIG chair maybe is simulated, but it sure is as comfy as the real one! ::smiles::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Emerges from the turbolift and steps onto the Bridge. Approaches the command con and sits down::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Almost glad to see this place almost empty...

CIV_Ian says:
::repairing, repairing, repairing...  not that it seems to be doing any good::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@::Looks at his companion and smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Johnson, you must feel your chair and station to vibrate a little, don't worry, it's quite normal. ::smiles::

Florencia says:
@::smiles and claps her hands, she likes the idea... and he does too::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Yes, sir.  Things are better when it's not so hectic.

FCO_Johnson says:
::makes settings on the helm controls::  CEO:  Helm is ready.  This chair is just as uncomfortable as the real bridge.

CSO_Vortak says:
::the TL comes to a stop at Deck 1 and the doors open on to the bridge::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Quite true.  Are Ensigns Olsen and Tribune ready to go?

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles:: CEO: Yeah, I would like to seat on it, even simulated, just to feel...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Accepts a padd from the engineering officer that presents him with it and briefly examines it::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: I tried to make it as accurate as possible, sorry... CPU: Computer, make FCO's chair more comfy please... <CPU> Acknowledged.

Florencia says:
@::not going to change her attire, McMurdo's taste for clothing looks best in males::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Inclines his head in greeting as Vortak emerges from the TL::

MO_Illian says:
::checks medical logs on the two.  Glances up:: CMO: Yes, sir.  I believe they are ready to go.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@Florencia: Ready?

CSO_Vortak says:
::enters bridge and takes her seat in the First Officer's chair::  ACO:  Commander. ::nods in greeting::

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO:  Thank you.  ::Repositions in the chair::

Florencia says:
@::nods, eager:: Coutz: I am!

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO:  Chief, I'm configuring the systems as your orders...

CEO_Taylor says:
::smiles back:: EO: Then come when you'll be off duty... ... just joking, take a shot at it. ::gets off and shows the way::

Florencia says:
@::a shadow of doubt creeps in her mind:: Coutz: Don't you think we should...?

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Very good. ::hits comm badge::  *ACO* O'Mallory to Bridge.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@ACTION: The Mages hold hand and phase out...appearing on the bridge of the Gryphon.

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues monitoring scientific data::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: I'll take care of it while you check out the BIG chair...

Florencia says:
Self: I guess not. ::looks around, smiling, nodding in greeting to the people on the bridge::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Looks around at the new friends::

CSO_Vortak says:
::watches as the two mages appear on the bridge::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Flips the padd off and starts in surprise as the Mages materialize on the bridge, just in front of him::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Nods to Wilkens::

CSO_Vortak says:
::thinks to herself that they must not have read the manual Dr. McMurdo gave them::

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles and moves very happy, just to seat on the Simulated BIG CHAIR::

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks to see ACO's reaction to the "visitors"::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: After releasing Olsen and Tribune, please check off things needed when we reach Starbase 101.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Turns to Vortak and smiles::

Florencia says:
::leaves the safety of Coutz's hand and walks around the bridge, looking interested at everything::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Yes sir.

EO_MacLeod says:
::sits:: Self: Oh... that's the stuff.... ::still smiling::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: I am sure we need quite a bit...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: I know I know...not really politic to just show up like this.

MO_Illian says:
Olsen and Tribune: You two can leave now.  But Olsen take it a bit easy.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Returns his nod of greeting, placing the padd on his chair as he stands:: Mage Coutz: Your assistance in repairing the damages systems on our ship was most gracious. ::Ponders whether or not to say anything about the long range sensors and then decides against it:: Not at all. How can I help you?

CEO_Taylor says:
::finishes to configure EO's station:: EO: All right, for more pleasure, come when you'll go off duty. ::smiles and takes back the chair::

EO_MacLeod says:
::feels very comfortable, it's time to stand up, he doesn't want to get lazy and sleepy::

CMO_OMallory says:
::goes into his office to continue with many reports needed to be done::

MO_Illian says:
::grabs a PADD and starts taking inventory::

Florencia says:
::turns to the CO as she hears Coutz:: CO: I did want him to ask but... well. ::smiles:: I am sure you would have invited us anyway.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Thinks, then blinks...baskets of food and beverage appear::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Please give me a status to make sure that the sim is working fine...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: I believe your custom is to bring gifts when visiting?

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Thanks Chief!  I owe you that! ::smiles and takes ENG station::

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO:  Whenever you are ready.

CSO_Vortak says:
::looks as food appears on bridge::

Florencia says:
::walks towards the CO, wondering if he'll let her take a look around the ship::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Florencia: Of course. ::Glances at Coutz again, and then at the food and drink that appears in front of him:: Coutz: That is really very generous.

CEO_Taylor says:
CPU: Computer, please recite program narration...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Looks around for the CTO::  CO: I hope Mr. Ultsim will find this fits his palate better. ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::listens to computer analysis::

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO:  Readings match those of the ship capabilities at this time.

Florencia says:
::grins::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Florencia: If you'd like, I can arrange for a brief tour of the ship for you. ::Motions about the Bridge::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Do you have any unusual reading, so far?

Florencia says:
::smiles delighted:: ACO: I would love to! ::doesn't think she put the idea in his head, therefore... all is well::

CEO_Taylor says:
<CPU> Acknowledged... Once upon a time, the Gryphon was taken out of the blue beam and LRS weren't working. It was up to 3 gentlemen: FCO Johnson, EO MacLeod and CEO Taylor to save the day........

CMO_OMallory says:
::works on filing reports for Starfleet Medical:: Computer: File and send Medical files of crew members with last names ending in A-M.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
ALL: We have done what we could for your vessel; but some of the damage is too severe for us to help with.

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues tapping on her console in reply to the data sent by SO Roddenberry::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Please take us at full impulse this position... EO: Please give me the status of the warp drive.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Still more than a little uncomfortable at the prospect of omniscient beings, but nods in his second officer's direction:: CSO: I assume you are not too occupied by your current tasks to provide... ::Unable to grasp Florencia's name, but continues on:: ...her with a tour of the Gryphon?

CSO_Vortak says:
Coutz: That is unfortunate, but we are truly grateful for what you have accomplished even so.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO: Certainly commander.

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues with reports of crew from N-Z::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Walks by some consoles, trailing his hand on them.::

FCO_Johnson says:
::engages full impulse drive:: CEO: Aye Sir!

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia:  What would you like to see first?  ::Stands::

EO_MacLeod says:
::checking warp drive status::

Florencia says:
::bites back her name to the ACO, he's being polite anyway, no use to torture him having him say her name till he says it correctly::

Florencia says:
CSO: Well... I would like to see... everything? What can you show me?

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Warp drive on 95%, warp 9.5 maximum.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Nods gratefully to Lieutenant Vortak. Picks up his padd and sits back down in the captain's chair::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: I know you think we are omnipotent, but that is not the case.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: We do have limitations.

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Thank you. FCO: Take us at warp 2.

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia:  Well, there is Engineering or Sickbay.  Perhaps the holodeck?

FCO_Johnson says:
::engages warp drive slowly increasing to warp 2.::

Florencia says:
::shakes her head:: CSO: No, the holodeck is not necessary... we could start with Engineering if you think that's fine ::behaving like a perfectly polite guest::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Mr. Johnson, Do you have any unusual reading on your screen?

CMO_OMallory says:
::Sighs:: Self: My, but there are many reports

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia:  Engineering, it is.  ::motions her to the turbolift::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Mage Coutz: Of course. I must admit, I am not entirely comfortable with the prospect of my mind being an "open book" to others, so to speak. I'm sorry; can I you like a tour of the ship, as well?

Florencia says:
::follows the CSO:: CSO: You need to take these things to move around, I see... ::interested, not going to take a shortcut::

FCO_Johnson says:
::simulation gets to warp 2::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Places his arms openly on the armrests of his chair and glances at the conn/ops stations::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: We have realized that discomfort and only hear that which is "shouted".

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO:  At warp 2, Taylor.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: I would appreciate that.

CSO_Vortak says:
::as they enter the turbolift::  FLorencia: I know that you can travel much more quickly, but since you are visiting us, I thought you might like to do it our way.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Do you have any abnormal readings?

EO_MacLeod says:
::notices some power fluctuation on EPS grid::

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO: Not so far on my end.

MO_Illian says:
::continues making supply list::

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Go to warp 4.

CMO_OMallory says:
::finishes N-Z reports:: Computer: File and send remaining medical reports to Starfleet Medical

Florencia says:
::nods:: CSO: I am interested in your ways. ::waits as the TL moves:: CSO: How is your home?

FCO_Johnson says:
::increases to warp 4::  CEO: At warp 4 sir.

CSO_Vortak says:
TL:  Main Engineering.  ::turns to Florencia:: Florencia:  I was wondering if you know why my telepathic abilities are no longer functioning.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO/EO: Give me an immediate report if something goes wrong...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Once again gets up from his seat, graciously motioning for the Mage to enter one of the aft turbolifts:: Mage Coutz: At your convenience, then, besides the bridge the best place to begin the tour is in Main Engineering.

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia:  ::puzzled::  My home?

CMO_OMallory says:
::gets up and goes to replicator::  Coffee, black  ::takes cup and sips::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Looks around the bridge, so small::

Florencia says:
CSO: You do have a home... somewhere, right? The ship is for traveling only... or so I thought?

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: As you wish.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: I have noticed some fluctuation on EPS grid, looking into it now. ::taps his console::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::As Coutz enters the turbolift he follows and requests the appropriate Deck:: TL: Main Engineering.

CMO_OMallory says:
::hits comm badge::  *ACO* O'Mallory to Wilkens.

CEO_Taylor says:
FCO: Proceed to warp 5.5.

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia: I live here on the Gryphon.  I am from another planet, originally.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Grins at the ride on the turbolift::

Florencia says:
CSO: So the ship is your home? It must be nice...

MO_Illian says:
::goes through cabinets and carts::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Touches his own combadge:: Mage: If you'll excuse me for a moment... *CMO* Wilkens. Go ahead, Doctor.

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* Lt. Taylor, we have a guest on board who would like a tour of ME if you are not too busy.

CMO_OMallory says:
*ACO* Thought you might want to know.  All injured left in sickbay have been released for duty.

FCO_Johnson says:
CEO:  Aye.  ::increases speed to warp 5.5::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: Your vessel was severely hurt.  ::nods to CO::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* On my way... EO: Mauro, you have "the bridge" ::grins::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Smiles at the Doctor's words::

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets out of Holodeck and into TL:: ME

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia:  It is nice, especially when the people I care about are here too. ::the TL stops, she motions Florencia to go first:: Florencia:  Here we are.

Florencia says:
CSO: Oh thank you, ::smiles:: I'll get all the little details in the tour I suppose!

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
*CMO* Excellent, Lieutenant. ::Pleased at the Doctor's assessment:: Please keep me appraised of your situation. Wilkens out.

EO_MacLeod says:
::listens CSO call and nods to CEO, when he leaves::

FCO_Johnson says:
EO:  I guess you get the big chair back?

CMO_OMallory says:
*ACO* Aye sir.

EO_MacLeod says:
::moves and sits in the simulated BIG CHAIR::

Florencia says:
::exits the TL, and turns to look at Vortak... she waves her hand in the air:: ~~~CSO: You can have it back, I did not just edge your question~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets to ME in a rush::

CMO_OMallory says:
::exits office to supply area::  MO: Report Ensign.

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~Florencia:  ::relieved:: Thank you very much.~~~

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Indeed... ::smiles::... what is current warp speed?

CSO_Vortak says:
::enters ME with Florencia::

MO_Illian says:
::finishes check list.  Stands up handing the list to O'Mallory:: CMO: Here you go, sir.

CEO_Taylor says:
::sees F and CSO enter:: Florencia/CSO: Welcome...

FCO_Johnson says:
EO: Current warp speed is 5.5

EO_MacLeod says:
Computer:  Create an EO to assume ENG station.

MO_Illian says:
CMO: We need mostly the basics

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Steps from the TL, and onto Deck 14, as the doors whisk open. Walks through the corridor in silence for a few moments, before entering Main Engineering::

Florencia says:
::notices people working around, and approaches one of the consoles that is being worked on... waves her hand over it, swiftly, and meets the eyes of the officer, smiling::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: We're running very low on those.

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks over list::  MO: My, but we DO need some restocking...

CSO_Vortak says:
CEO:  Thank you for getting here so fast.  Please lead the way.

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Shall we wait for Mr. Coutz and Mr. Wilkens?

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Becomes queasy as he follows the CO::

Florencia says:
::nods at the CEO:: CEO: Thanks for coming. This looks nice. ::points at the warp core::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Understood...  proceed to warp 6.

FCO_Johnson says:
::looks at the new EO and is amazed at the similarity between him and the real EO::

Florencia says:
::turns and smiles at Coutz and the Captain::

CSO_Vortak says:
CEO:  Certainly.

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Send this list ahead to Starbase 101 so they know when we arrive what we need.

FCO_Johnson says:
::increases speed to warp 6::  EO:  Aye.  We're there.

CEO_Taylor says:
Florencia: It does, but it does much more nice things than just give a pleasant view. ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::analyses the information obtained with simulation::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Yes sir.

Florencia says:
::approaches the core as it irradiates light... and frowns::

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~Florencia:  If you wouldn't mind, Lt. Taylor is very disturbed by his lack of telepathic communication.... ~~~

MO_Illian says:
::moves to terminal:: Computer: Transfer data from PADD to Starbase 101.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Steps into main engineering and feels very ill::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: And, maybe get a few extra of this...::points to PADD::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Understood.

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Proceed to warp 9 and keep it.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Mage Coutz: Main Engineering can easily be described as the central hub of activity--excluding the Bridge--here on the Gryphon. Every ounce of power runs through these conduits. ::Motions to the warp core:: And this, the warp core as well call it, powers our ship. ::Smiles:: Perhaps my Senior Engineer can do better justice to this Deck.

Florencia says:
::backs from the core, with uncertain steps::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
ACTION: All telepaths in ME can now send and receive.

CSO_Vortak says:
::notices the ACO and Coutz enter::  ACO:  Sir. ::nods::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to cleanup sickbay::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Grabs stomach and staggers::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: Lieutenant-- ::Rushes to the Mage's side, supporting him::

EO_MacLeod says:
::stands up and moves toward FCO station::

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~CEO:  I trust you are feeling better~~~

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Looks up at the core::

FCO_Johnson says:
::increases speed to warp 9 and sets the controls::  EO: Aye!  Is there something I should be looking for?

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: What do you have, so far?

Florencia says:
::her knees give under her weight and she ends up on the floor::

CSO_Vortak says:
::goes over to the Mage's other side::  ACO:  Do you think a Doctor would help?

CEO_Taylor says:
Coutz, ACO, CSO, Florencia: Welcome to..... ... ... ::is a telepath again:: ~~~ALL in ME: Thank you!~~~ Coutz, ACO, CSO, Florencia: As I was saying, welcome to ME...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Mage Coutz: What's wrong? ::Follows Coutz's stare to the core, and then glances back at the Mage::

Florencia says:
::tries to incorporate and move away from the thing that looks so nice and shiny::

MO_Illian says:
::joins in on helping O'Mallory clean Sickbay::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Starts retching::

CEO_Taylor says:
::sees the poor mage::

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks FCO station and informations with him::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::In low pained voice:: CO: Remove me from here.

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Sir?

CEO_Taylor says:
Coutz: Do you need something?

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Yes?

MO_Illian says:
CMO: What gets the blood stains out of the carpet?

FCO_Johnson says:
EO:  I'm seeing power fluctuations in the warp core.  We'll be pushing it at warp 9.5.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: I don't know how exactly Dr. O'Mallory can assist an individual such as this--but I don't see it hurting. Request that he reports here immediately.

Florencia says:
CSO: Please... we need to leave here.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Aids the Mage in leaving Main Engineering, resting him safely against a bulkhead once they have emerged and the doors have snapped closed behind them::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Try this...::hands MO a cleaning agent::  sometimes it works.

CEO_Taylor says:
TR Chief: Please beam the mage Coutz back to the bridge...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Leans wearily against the bulkhead::


Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: Thank you.

MO_Illian says:
::takes the cleaning agent:: CMO: Thanks.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Notes Coutz's discomfort:: *CEO* Please continue the tour without me. Extend Florencia every comfort the Gryphon has to offer.

CEO_Taylor says:
TR Chief: Belay the last order...

MO_Illian says:
::moves over to stain.  Gets on knees and begin scrubbing::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Just be careful not to use too much.  Works pretty well with a little.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Exhales deeply:: CO: So, there is something here that can affect us.

Florencia says:
::moves painfully out of ME, the way the Captain and Coutz took::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Oops.

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Keep it... Let's see what we can do with that...

CEO_Taylor says:
Florencia, CSO: Please follow me, we will proceed to a very interesting subject: how does a warp drive work?

Florencia says:
::shakes her head at the CEO, and points at the core:: CEO: It makes me ill...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Stares at the Mage in concern:: Mage Coutz: So it seems. I suppose we'd best move onto the next part of the ship immediately. Are you okay?

CMO_OMallory says:
::continues with cleaning::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: I fear we must leave this area.

FCO_Johnson says:
::locks the controls::  EO:  Controls are locked at warp 9.  Can I give you a hand at the ENG station?

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CO: Assuredly.. ::Nods::

MO_Illian says:
::finishes removing stain::


Florencia says:
::staggers towards Coutz and takes his hand, feeling very vulnerable::

MO_Illian says:
::notices part of the carpeting isn't there::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Mage Coutz: Of course. ::Stands aside and helps where he can in helping him into the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay.

EO_MacLeod says:
::looks to Holo EO:: Computer: Oh, remove EO.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Florencia: I trust you are all right?

CEO_Taylor says:
Florencia, CSO: I see, we won’t go near it, we'll just talk about it, without it, ME is rather droll...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Looks at Florencia with concern::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: That's what I was going to ask you, come with me. ::moves toward empty ENG station::

CSO_Vortak says:
::follows Coutz, ACO and Florencia to TL::

MO_Illian says:
::moves a cart over the spot::

FCO_Johnson says:
::goes to ENG station::

Florencia says:
::nods, her eyes open wide:: ACO: I think so. It was just... new.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Mage Coutz/Florencia: I apologize. I was unaware that Main Engineering--the warp core, more specifically--would have such an effect on you!

EO_MacLeod says:
::computer removes holographic EO::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
~~~Florencia: That was unpleasant.~~~

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Looking pretty good ::smiles to see an empty sickbay::

CSO_Vortak says:
Coutz, Florencia: As was I.

Florencia says:
::raises her eyes to Coutz:: ~~~Coutz: Very much so, I wonder how their bodies can put up with it~~~~

CEO_Taylor says:
Coutz, Florencia: As we all were...

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::As they move away from engineering he feel better::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Look, we have to align dilithium crystals to enhance the power to this level, see?  ::points to station::

Florencia says:
ACO, CSO: Please, don't worry... you couldn't have known.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Watches in relief as the effects Main Engineering had on the Mage slowly dissipate::

CSO_Vortak says:
Coutz: Could there be a substance to which you are allergic in the warp core?

Florencia says:
::starts breathing more easily as they move away from that area... even if she liked the lights in the warp core::

FCO_Johnson says:
EO: I see.

CMO_OMallory says:
::finishes up with his cleaning::

FCO_Johnson says:
Computer:  Simulate a realignment of the dilithium crystals.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Takes Florencia's arm in his::

CEO_Taylor says:
Florencia/Coutz: Well, that... concludes our short version of the ME tour. ::grins::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Florencia/Mage Coutz: This is Sickbay. Deck Seven. Here we treat our injured and wounded, much as the name indicates. ::Motions for them to enter before him::

Florencia says:
::smiles as Coutz takes her arm, it always makes her feel better::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CEO: Quite.

CSO_Vortak says:
::exits TL with the others::

Florencia says:
ACO: Oh, so your healers are here. Although shouldn't it be the healing bay?

EO_MacLeod says:
<Computer>: Acknowledge.

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees group walk in::  ACO: Welcome to sickbay.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Enters sickbay and looks around and sees CMO::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Florencia: Whatever, err, floats your boat.

CSO_Vortak says:
Florencia:  That would be more logical, would it not?

Florencia says:
::smiles at the CMO::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Nods to CMO::

EO_MacLeod says:
Computer: Apply the realignment on simulation.

CMO_OMallory says:
ACO: We just finished cleaning up...

Florencia says:
CSO: Yes it would. The word "sick" is... not nice.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
Mage/FLorencia: This is Chief Medical Officer, Lieutenant O'Mallory.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CMO: I trust your patients have healed?

MO_Illian says:
::looks at the group::

FCO_Johnson says:
EO: Is that making a difference yet?  ::Trying to remember warp mechanics::

EO_MacLeod says:
<Computer>: Acknowledge.

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Report.

CMO_OMallory says:
Mage: Yes...the last of the injured have been released.  Do I have you to thank for the rapid healing earlier?

Florencia says:
CMO: Nice to meet you, I don't think I introduced myself to you earlier. My name is Florencia.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Glances towards the CEO, now apart from the majority of their small group:: CEO: What is the status of our warp engines?

EO_MacLeod says:
::watching the screen:: FCO: Yes, but the level can not go through this position.


CSO_Vortak says:
::listens to the tour::

CMO_OMallory says:
::shakes hand::  Florencia:  A pleasure...

CEO_Taylor says:
ACO: 95% effeciency, 9.5 to be exact...

Florencia says:
::shakes his hand, is getting used now to these people's form of greeting::

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge:: *CEO* We are testing with warp 9, watching power levels with a realignment of dilithium crystals.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CEO: It appears we have much to thank these people for. More than words can express.

CEO_Taylor says:
Florencia, Coutz: Yes, Mr. O'Mallory and I have had a much easier job thanks to you. ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* Thanks, carry on...

CMO_OMallory says:
Mage: But I would like to know how...I am curious.

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~ACO: I suppose so...~~~

CSO_Vortak says:
::tries not to think about her LRS::

Florencia says:
::smiles:: CMO: Indeed. It is always nice to meet another healer.

FCO_Johnson says:
EO:  A crack in the crystals could also cause this problem.  It could have happened during our battle.  ::suddenly remembering warp mechanics 101::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Turns to Florencia:: Florencia: I think it nears time for us to let our friends go.

CEO_Taylor says:
::feels good about the telepathic abilities being back::

Florencia says:
::tries not to look disappointed::

EO_MacLeod says:
::watches power level go through the position::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
CMO: It would take one of your lifetimes to explain.

CMO_OMallory says:
::smiles back::  Florencia: I do try to heal...but not always successful.

Florencia says:
Coutz: All right...

EO_MacLeod says:
Computer: Pause program.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Surprised at the CEO's ability to communicate telepathically, merely nods to him in response, grateful for his lack of discomfort::

Florencia says:
::turns back to the CMO:: CMO: But you do try.

CMO_OMallory says:
Mage: I understand...::smiles::

MO_Illian says:
::leans against wall, arms crossed::

CMO_OMallory says:
ALL: Sorry, this is my Senior MO, Ensign Illian.

CSO_Vortak says:
Coutz, Florencia:  It was pleasant to have you aboard our vessel.

FCO_Johnson says:
::Looks at EO::

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Good idea, Johnson...

Florencia says:
::extends her hand to the MO:: MO: A pleasure as well. ::smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~ACO: Why are you so surprised? Didn't you know that I was Betazoid?~~~

EO_MacLeod says:
Computer: Save program.  Open program MacLeod, 1-2.

Florencia says:
CSO: I thank you for your hospitality.

Host Mage_Coutz says:
::Takes both of Florencia's hands in his and stares into her eyes:: ALL: Thank you for letting us get to know you.

MO_Illian says:
Florencia: Uh, hi.

MO_Illian says:
::slowly reaches out for Florencia's hand::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Somewhat embarrassed, reddens in the face:: CEO: I'm afraid I haven't had the liberty to review the crew's personnel files. Yet.


Florencia says:
::takes one hand from Coutz to shake the MO's, then takes Coutz's hands again::

CMO_OMallory says:
Mage: Thank you...it has been an experience.

CSO_Vortak says:
::raises hand in proper Vulcan greeting::  Coutz, Florencia:  Live long and prosper.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Extends his hand to Mage Coutz::

Florencia says:
All: Thank you for... coming ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
::watches the simulation environment changing into a ENG station on space dock::

MO_Illian says:
::feels sick::

FCO_Johnson says:
::watches as the bridge vanishes as another scene takes its place::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~ACO: Understandable...~~~

Host Mage_Coutz says:
ACTION: The Mages images shimmer and fade.

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Let's take a look on those crystals, the real one!

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Coughs and lets his hand drop to his side::

CMO_OMallory says:
ACO: Gone...

CSO_Vortak says:
CEO:  You will have our transporters working like that in no time, right Lt.?  ::motions to where the mages were::

Host Mage_Coutz says:
@Florencia: Perhaps they will return.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
ALL: Without any further delay, everyone report to their assigned duty stations. Lets prepare to break orbit.

EO_MacLeod says:
Computer:  Add last sim information to this sim computers.

Florencia says:
@Coutz: Perhaps...


CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  Acknowledged, sir.  ::Heads to TL::

EO_MacLeod says:
<Computer>: Done.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Self: I can only wish them luck with their future endeavors...::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Follows Lieutenant Vortak, entering the turbolift as well::

Florencia says:
@::hears the ACO, and smiles::

CEO_Taylor says:
*EO* MacLeod to ME, we are about to test our sim in real life! *FCO* Please get back on the bridge, we'll take it from here....

Host Tim says:
Action: the majestic blue beam disappears; the ship is free

CSO_Vortak says:
TL:  Bridge.

CEO_Taylor says:
::enters a different TL since he's going to ME::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees ACO,CSO leave sickbay::  MO: I guess, back to work...

CEO_Taylor says:
TL: ME.

FCO_Johnson says:
EO:  Don't forget to tell the CEO about the cracked crystals.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Steps from the TL after it ascends to Deck One and deposits them on the Bridge::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: The ship is slung through the nebula

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Wait...

Host Tim says:
Action: All telepaths have their abilities back

FCO_Johnson says:
::falls to the floor as the ship is jolted::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Approaches the SCI I station, taking the liberty of confirming for himself that their ship has been released::

CSO_Vortak says:
::leaves TL and goes to First Officer's chair, taps console for latest readings:: ACO:  Sir, we have been released from the blue beam.

EO_MacLeod says:
*CEO* Sir, we have a theory about our dilithium crystals... perhaps we are owners of a cracked crystal. ::smiles::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Is thrown roughly against the bulkhead, knocking the air from him::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: I... noticed...

EO_MacLeod says:
::falls down on the floor::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: The view screen shows streams of colour as the Gryphon races on.

CSO_Vortak says:
::falls in to her chair::  ACO: Indeed.

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in ME: ALL: Alright everyone, we're back in business, the R&R is over, reports, anything... to me now! After that, to your stations, and ::gets a lower tone of voice:: no, this is not a drill ::smiles and the other E-people laugh::

CSO_Vortak says:
::checks available scanners to find out what is going on::

FCO_Johnson says:
Computer: Arch.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Switches his posture into that of recovery:: CSO: Right. Indeed. Can you confirm our current position and rate of speed?

EO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Okay, Johnson, our simulation will be delayed, go back to your station, we'll talk later, okay? ::smiles::

FCO_Johnson says:
Computer:  Transfer helm readings to this station.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  Checking, sir. ::checking current position and rate of speed::

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: Everything all cleaned up at your end?

EO_MacLeod says:
::moves to TL::TL: ME.

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Yes sir.

Host Tim says:
Action: the Ship slows and edges out of nebula

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Glances at the viewscreen and moves to stand beside the flight deck as the ship once again buckles and slows...::

MO_Illian says:
::starts to feel better knowing the Mages are gone::

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks around::  MO: Looks good, now, I order you to get some rest ::smiles:: and that is an order.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Grips the conn station and then relives his tension by drumming his fingers on the station::

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Understood sir.  But what about you?

EO_MacLeod says:
::arrives on ME:: CEO: Sir!... ::looking confused::  What is going on?

CEO_Taylor says:
::looks at data saying that we are at the edge of the nebula:: Self: Well that was uncharacteristically easy!

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: We're almost out of the nebula!

CMO_OMallory says:
MO: I have a few loose ends to tie up and beside, someone has to watch the store until MO Press returns...now, get going.

FCO_Johnson says:
*ACO* We are currently 19.56 light years from SB 78, or 3.77 days at warp 9.5.

CSO_Vortak says:
::checks on where they are now that they have slowed down::

Host Tim says:
Action: OPS gets hundreds of messages stripped from the comm beacons.

MO_Illian says:
CMO: Yes sir.  ::heads out of Sickbay::

EO_MacLeod says:
::listens his answer and does not believe:: CEO: What?  How is that?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Jaw nearly drops, as his fingers pause over the console and then resume drumming, this time with a  lighter rhythm::

MO_Illian says:
::walks into turbolift::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees MO exit::  Computer: O'Mallory Music file 8

EO_MacLeod says:
::checking power on an ENG station::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Well... don't ask me. ::is very surprised::

FCO_Johnson says:
::leaves the holodeck and returns to the bridge::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to hear 20the century jazz::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Are we out of control?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: Arrange for all senior personnel to be debriefed once we arrive at Starbase 78.

OPS_Dain says:
CO: Aye sir. ::nods::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: No, it just looks like we're almost out...

OPS_Dain says:
::sends a message to all Senior Staff::

CEO_Taylor says:
*CSO* Could you please confirm that we are near the edge of the nebula...

FCO_Johnson says:
::enters the bridge and assumes the helm::  ACO:CMDR

CMO_OMallory says:
::looks over supply list again::  Self: So many injured...

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  Well, obviously we are out of the nebula.  I can find no records to indicate where we were.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: It's not possible, well, not with our own technology... ::wonders how it happened::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: Ah, yes... I trust that we are now able to contact SFC. Are any of the messages we are receiving marked priority?

CSO_Vortak says:
*CEO* Confirmed.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: Two of the messages are administrative and for CDR Wilkens

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Let's take it as a gift from our friends. ::smiles::

OPS_Dain says:
CO: A number of them Sir.. want them here or in your Ready Room? ::looks back at him::

CMO_OMallory says:
Computer: Send supply list to ACO for approval

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Glances at the operations station, and at the sheer number of messages they are receiving... Everything from distress signals to administrative announcements::

EO_MacLeod says:
::smiles, still worried, they don't know if the ship is going to stop:: CEO: I figured it out...

OPS_Dain says:
::sorts the messages by priority and transmits them to the proper personnel::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: ::pauses when she says 'your' Ready Room and then nods thinly:: The Ready Room will do fine, Lieutenant. Thank you.

CSO_Vortak says:
::continues tapping console and checking readings... what few there are working::

MO_Illian says:
::input code to enter quarters::

CEO_Taylor says:
<CPU> CEO: You have received 23 messages.

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
CSO: You have the Bridge.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Power levels are quite normal, no damages for any system, so far...

MO_Illian says:
::door slides open:: Self: Home sweet home.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO: Acknowledged.

FCO_Johnson says:
ACO:  Heading and speed?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
OPS: Arrange for any messages addressed to specific personnel to be delivered ASAP.

OPS_Dain says:
::smiles:: CO: at your desk sir, in priority order

CEO_Taylor says:
::is, again, surprised Self: 23!!??

OPS_Dain says:
CO: Already done sir.

MO_Illian says:
::enters quarters and looks around::

MO_Illian says:
::leaves::

CMO_OMallory says:
::listens to the jazz and begins to hum a bit::

CEO_Taylor says:
~~~CSO: It’s good to be telepathic again!!~~~

Host Freighter_kvork says:
COM: Gryphon: This is the Kvork...is that really you?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Enters the Ready Room, taking a seat behind the Captain's desk:: Computer: Display administrative messages addressed to Commander Wilkens. Priority authorization Alpha-001

CSO_Vortak says:
~~~CEO: ::slightly enthusiastic:: Indeed.~~~

OPS_Dain says:
*CO* A COM coming in from the Kvork.

CSO_Vortak says:
OPS:  Onscreen.

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: I don't want to check my messages...  It's going to be a large number... ::smiles::

OPS_Dain says:
::brings up the screen::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: Yes, I suppose so...

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Scans the messages and leans into his seat, steepling his fingers in a tent formation. Obviously deep in thought when Dain's message comes through:: *OPS* Uh, yes, okay. Put it through here.

Host Freighter_kvork says:
COM: Gryphon: The bloody universe has been looking for you people.

CSO_Vortak says:
COM: Kvork:  Yes, it is indeed the Gryphon.  This is Lieutenant Vortak, Chief Science Officer.

OPS_Dain says:
*CO* Already on screen here with CSO, will relay the message for you.

FCO_Johnson says:
::wonders what kind of message is waiting from his parents::

CMO_OMallory says:
::begins to run diagnostics on biobeds::

Host Freighter_kvork says:
::Sends a message to Starbase 78 hoping for a reward::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
*OPS* Very well, thank you, Lieutenant.

CSO_Vortak says:
COM: Kvork: Would you like to speak to the ACO?

OPS_Dain says:
::nods as his COM closes::

Host Freighter_kvork says:
COM: Gryphon: Welcome back...sure why not.

CSO_Vortak says:
*ACO* Commander Wilkens, the Kvork would like to speak to you.

EO_MacLeod says:
::hits comm badge:: *FCO* MacLeod to Johnson.

CSO_Vortak says:
COM: Kvork: Thank you. It is good to be back.

OPS_Dain says:
::prepares reports at her station and looks over power allocations::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Smiles wanly as the message is patched through the speaker in... his Ready Room:: COM: Freighter: This is... ::Hesitates:: Captain Wilkens, Commanding Officer of the U.S.S. Gryphon. Go ahead.

FCO_Johnson says:
*EO* Johnson here, go ahead.

EO_MacLeod says:
::observes warp station power levels, remembers the subject of cracked crystals::

EO_MacLeod says:
*FCO* What is our current speed?

CSO_Vortak says:
::sits back down in her chair as the screen goes back to the view of space::

OPS_Dain says:
::tunes the com coming in from the Kvork to make it clearer::

Host Freighter_kvork says:
COM: Gryphon: Just a welcome skipper...and if you could....

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees message of meeting on Starbase 78::

FCO_Johnson says:
*EO*Current speed is warp 5.

Host Freighter_kvork says:
COM: Gryphon: let them know we were the one's who found you.

CSO_Vortak says:
::gathers data for later analysis from the Mage planet::

CEO_Taylor says:
EO: I'll be on the bridge, you have ME...

OPS_Dain says:
*CMO*Doctor when you have time.. I have yet to get my physical.

EO_MacLeod says:
*FCO* Do you have control over it?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Moves from his chair to the replicator and requests a Ch'Barton tea:: COM: Freighter: Yes. Great to be back. ::Swallows a smirk:: Certainly. This is the Freighter...? ::Pauses, waiting for a name::

EO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Aye, sir.  It's everything quiet here...

CMO_OMallory says:
*OPS* Understood...no time like the present.

Host Freighter_kvork says:
COM: Gryphon: Kvork out.

FCO_Johnson says:
*EO*I just regained control when we left the nebula.

CEO_Taylor says:
::gets in TL:: TL: Bridge

OPS_Dain says:
*CMO* I get off shift in 10 minutes

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
COM: Freighter: Very well, uh, K'vork... ::Now speaking to dead air space as the channel has been closed:: I'll certainly... ugh, this just isn't my day for good-byes.

CEO_Taylor says:
::On the bridge::

CMO_OMallory says:
*OPS* I will be here...O’Mallory out.

MO_Illian says:
::wanders through the ship::

EO_MacLeod says:
*FCO* Good to know...  What is the power status for your console?

CEO_Taylor says:
::goes to ENG station:: CSO: Any requests?

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Emerges from his Ready Room:: CSO: I have the Bridge.

FCO_Johnson says:
*EO*Power readings are nominal. No Abnormalities detected.

OPS_Dain says:
::Junior OPS comes to the bridge to take over Dain's shift::  CSO : May I be excused?

CSO_Vortak says:
CEO:  Long-range sensors... that's the only thing I ask for.

CSO_Vortak says:
OPS:  Certainly, Lt.

CSO_Vortak says:
ACO:  Acknowledged.

FCO_Johnson says:
*EO* The problems didn't show up on the helm in the sim until warp 9.

OPS_Dain says:
CSO: Thank you. :::heads for the TL::

EO_MacLeod says:
*FCO* Okay.  I'll take a look on those crystals.  I'll let you know.

CMO_OMallory says:
::prepares for Dain's arrival::

OPS_Dain says:
::moves into the TL and rides it down to sickbay::

CEO_Taylor says:
::Laughs:: CSO: I said a request, not a miracle. ::smiles::

EO_MacLeod says:
*FCO* Well, a simulation is just a simulation... ::smiles::

Host Tim says:
Action: the CTO's room fills with pink cotton candy

CSO_Vortak says:
CEO:  You have no miracles up your sleeve, Taylor?

OPS_Dain says:
::moves into sickbay and looks around for the Doc.. she has yet to meet him::

Host ACO_Wilkens says:
::Reflects on his own... status:: OPS: Hail Starfleet Command, Lieutenant. I'd like to speak with Admiral S'vat immediately.

OPS_Dain says:
<OPS James> CO: Yes sir.. ::Hails SFC::

CMO_OMallory says:
::sees Dain walk in::  OPS: Welcome to sickbay, Lt.

CEO_Taylor says:
CSO: Only when I am docked at a SB where they have lots of extra parts! ::laughs::

Host Tim says:
<<<End Mission>>>
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